Video Submission Policy
If you have video involving good examples of fouls or non-fouls, you are encouraged to submit them to the FHSAA. By
submitting such video, you are stating that you are either the copyright holder and that you grant permission to the FHSAA to
use the video for training of officials in any format or that you have obtained permission from the copyright holder for such use.
The video will be submitted to the President of the Association in question.
Whenever possible, please send enough video so that it's possible to see the context of the play (at least 30 seconds on either
side of the play in question). Please include arrows or circles to indicate the player or area of the field we should be viewing.
For all cases involving judgment issues rather than rules interpretation, we appreciate your submission and may use it for future
training and development of officials, if appropriate, so we can continue to improve.
Please note that all video submissions will be used for official training purposes and will in no way change or alter the outcome
of a contest according to FHSAA Bylaw 10.3.2.
We are unable to comment on the calls or non-calls involved in the play or on any sanctions involving the game officials.

How to submit:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Create a cut up of no more than 10-20 plays. (please include arrows or circles of area to watch)
Label the cut up “Insert School Name here” vs “Insert School Name here” Date of the game.
Send a 1 way exchange to FHSAA via HUDL. Our school name is FHSAA
Email football@fhsaa.org with the following information:
a. School submitting
b. Association Assigned the Game
c. Head coach submitting
d. Date Submitted

PLEASE COMPLETE EACH STEP ABOVE FOR YOUR VIDEO TO BE VIEWED

